Frankfurt 2020

New Books
Hooray for Picnic Day

• Novelty board book with card picnic play pieces and lift-the-flap
• Stimulates fine motor skills
• Encourages recognition of shapes, colours and patterns
• Inspires important concepts of helping and sharing as well as healthy eating and outside play
This lovely characters will come into their own with this interactive board book! Empty the shopping
bag, sort out the items, then find where to put them away. Every page has die-cut slots that match
with the chunky card objects. The rhyming text is packed with early learning conceptsand ends with a
picnic surprise.
Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Dawn Machell
Format: Cased BB with 16 card pieces
Extent: 8 spreads
Cover size: 240mm H x 220mm W
Spine: 27mm
Binding: Board Book
Printing: 4C litho printed
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 3yrs +
Retail price: $13.99
Special finishes: Lift-the-flap, Card pieces
and gatefold ending
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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New Books
Baby Playbook
Available titles: Happy and Bright, Jump for Joy

• Novelty board book to stimulate fine motor skills
• Encourages recognition of animals, colours and patterns and early first concepts
• Inspires important concepts of happiness and emotional well being
• Novelty board book to stimulate fine motor skills
These irresistible board books are perfect for entertaining babies on the go. Featuring colourful and
friendly characters with tactile felt tabs to encourage cognitive development.
Author: Elephant and Bird Books
Illustrator: Nina Ghataora
Format: Cased BB with printed felt tabs
Extent: 6 spreads
Cover size: 215mm H x 215mm W
Spine: 25mm
Binding: Board Book
Printing: 4C litho printed
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $x.99
Special finishes: Felt tabs, Foil and die-cut
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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New Books
My First Tag Puzzle Collection
Available titles: Dinosaurs, Farm

• Engaging board book with ribbon puzzle to play with and complete the pictures
• Helps to improve fine motor skills and hand-eye co-ordination
• Fun rhyming text introduces dinosaurs and farm animals, and enhances early language
development
• Brightly illustrated with bold colours and patterns to stimulate young eyes
It’s time to join in with the peg puzzle characters, sorting and slotting one into each scene. The chunky
board pieces with easy-grip handles are perfect for little hands to manoeuvre. A handy envelope inside
the front cover keeps them safe when the book is put away.
Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Sally Payne
Format: Cased BB with die cut
Cover size: 192mm Wide x 256mm High
Spine: 33mm
Binding: Cased Board Book
Printing:5C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: 10 months plus
Age/interest level: 10 months - 36 months
Retail price: $XX.99
Special finishes: Four card shaped dinosaur jigsaw
pieces with ribbon handles
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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New Books
Little Helpers Collection
Available titles: Washing Day Sort and Play!, Dress up Day Sort and Play!

• Novelty board book with fuzzy felt pieces to sort and match
• Encourages colour and shape recognition and boosts fine motor skills
• Die-cut washing machine and costume cupbaord on the cover and card envelope inside to
contain the pieces
• Inspires important concepts of helping and sharing
Let’s get ready to sort and play with the fuzzy felt clothes on washing day! This delightful books are
packed with early learning concepts, from colours, patterns and shapes to numbers and opposites. Little ones will love emptying the washing machine, hanging out the clothes, then deciding where to put
them away, opening the costume cupboard and matching hats, capes, wings with the right character.
They can even choose their favourite outfits for a dress-up surprise at the end!
Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Dawn Machell
Format: Cased BB with felt pieces
Extent: 6 spreads
Cover size: 250mm x 185mm
Spine: 24mm
Binding: Board Book
Printing: 4C litho printed
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 3yrs +
Retail price: $12.99
Special finishes: Black flocking on spreads
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA & UK), SPANISH, ITALIAN & CATALAN
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New Books
My Little Collection
Available titles: My Little Ladybug, My Little Honey Bee

• Playful board books with spinning rattle to stimulate babies’ senses
• Rattles designed to represent the ladybug’s body
• Die-cut window through the centre of each page
• Rhyming text and bright, bold illustrations
Join Little Ladybug, Honey Bee and friends on a magical minibeast adventure! These endearing board
books take a whimsical journey through gardens, meadows and hedgerows. Meet dancing centipedes,
scampering ants, chirping birds, splashing frogs and other animals. Babies will love spinning the ingeniously designed rattle, stimulating their senses and motor skills as they explore.

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Rosalind Maroney
Format: BB
Extent: 6 spreads
Cover size: 180mm x 180mm
Spine: 18mm
Binding: Board Book
Printing: 4C litho printed
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 1yrs +
Special finishes: Rolling ball rattle
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRENCH
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New Books
1,2,3,4,5, Once I Caught a Fish Alive
Other available title: 5 Little Ducks

The Amazing Pet Parade
Other available title: The Amazing Pony Show

• Innovative board book with magnetic fish and fishing rod
• Helps to develop fine motor skills and hand-eye co-ordination
• Encourages early learning concepts of counting and number recognition
• Die-cut porthole and container for the fish

• Novelty board book with reusable rosette
• Encourages decision-making and observation skills
• Die-cut window on the cover

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, once I caught a fish alive... This splishy-sploshy fishing book turns a traditional rhyme into an

footballing dog, a disco-dancing guinea pig and lots more. Children are encouraged to recognise

interactive adventure! Spot which colourful fish to catch next and meet a host of friendly ocean crea-

different animal features and practise sticking the rosette on noses, fins and wings. The real rosette

tures along the way. The magnetic fishing game is a hit with little ones developing hand-eye coordina-

sticker can be reused again and again, so readers can choose a different winner every time.

YOU decide who wins the rosette in this funny and fantastical pet parade! Meet a showjumping rabbit, a

tion. Meanwhile, counting and number recognition are encouraged by the rhythmic text.

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Sally payne
Format: Cased HB
Extent: 6 spreads
Cover size: 250mm x 185mm
Spine: 20mm
Binding: Board Book
Printing: 4C litho printed
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 3yrs +
Retail price: $12.99
Special finishes: Die cut shaped fish with metal rivet eye and fishing rod
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (UK) FRENCH, SPANISH, CATALAN & PORTUGUESE

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Ian Cunliffe
Format: Cased HB
Extent: 6 spreads
Cover size: 250mm x 185mm
Spine: 23mm
Binding: Board Book
Printing: 4C litho printed
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 3yrs +
Retail price: $12.99
Special finishes: Blue ribbon rosette with
reusable sticker
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (UK)
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New Books
Little Collection
Available titles: Little Chick: Peep-a-cheep!, Little Mouse: Peep-a-squeak!

• Board book with fabric-covered squeaker
• Introduces animal traits and sounds
• Stimulates developing sensory skills
• Rhyming text and bright illustrations
Little Chick says PEEP-A-CHEEP – but who says PEEP-A-CHEEP too? Cow just MOOs, Sheep just BAAAs,
and Rooster says… COCK-A-DOODLE-DOO! This charming rhyming story with a comical twist is perfect for parents to read aloud. Meanwhile little ones will love the adorable artwork and noisy, tactile
squeaker.
Little Mouse can hear a little Peep-a-squeak sound… Follow him and find out who’s hiding! This charming rhyming story with a comical twist is perfect for parents to read aloud. Meanwhile little ones will love
the adorable artwork and noisy, tactile squeaker.
Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Klara Hawkins
Format: Board Book
Extent: 6 spreads
Cover size: 180mm x 180mm
Spine: 18mm
Binding: Board Book
Printing: 4C litho printed
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $X.99
Special finishes: Fabric covered squeaker
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ITALIAN
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New Books
Bind Ups
Available titles: Itsy Bitsy Spider, Animal Friends & Look at me!

•Colourful die-cut shapes for children to touch
and trace
•Quirky fingerprint-style artwork, with eyecatching wood-textured backgrounds
•Encourages early recognition of colours and
counting
Author: Elephant and Bird Books
Illustrator: Emily Bannister
Format: Board book
Extent: 20 spreads
Cover size: 180mm x 180mm
Spine: 52 mm
Binding: Board Book
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 8 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: +1
Retail price: $15.99
Special finishes: Die cut throughout, printed
spacers, matt varnish and spot UV
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA, AUSTRALIA & UK),
FRENCH, FINNISH, NORWEGIAN & SWEDISH

•Light, chunky board with thick coloured
edges to each page
•Tactile and robust cloth quarter binding with
distinctive pattern
•Bold, colourful artwork
•Rhyming couplets on each spread
Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Dawn Machell
Format: Chunky board book
Extent: 20 spreads
Cover size: 180mm x 180mm
Spine: 52 mm
Binding: Glued cloth spine
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 8 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: +1
Retail price: $15.99
Special finishes: Spot UV and matt varnish
available
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA)

•High-contrast pictures to stimulate babies’
vision
•Surprise mirror encourages self-recognition
•Rhythmic rhyming text, perfect for reading
aloud
•Chunky format
Author: Emily Bannister
Illustrator: Flora Chang
Format: Board Book
Extent: 20 spreads
Cover size: 180mm x 180mm
Spine: 52 mm
Binding: Board book
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 8 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: +1
Retail price: $15.99
Special finishes: Spot UV and matt varnish, die cut
shape on front cover, with flexi mirror on last spread
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA & UK), FINNISH,
NORWEGIAN & SWEDISH
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New Books
Friends Like You

• The full spectrum of friendship – in a poem!
• Beautifully illustrated on every page
• Gentle, rhythmic text, perfect for developing language skills
• Includes a detachable keepsake card to share
People can be a lot of things – tall or short, shy or brave, noisy or quiet! This charming, heart-warming
poem shows that anyone and everyone can be a good friend. Written as a collection of four-line rhymes,
there is something for every child to relate to. The friendship token attached on a ribbon makes this a
great gift for best friends to share.
Author: Emily Bannister
Illustrator: Ana Sanfelippo
Format: Cased gift book
Extent: 12 spreads
Cover size: 250mm x 185mm 24mm
Spine: Section sewn
Printing: 4C litho printed
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 3yrs +
Retail price: $16.99
Special finishes: includes gift wallet
with x12 friendship cards
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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New Cloth Books
Tummy Time Tree
Available titles: Woodland Tummy Time & Farm Tummy Time

• Interactive cloth book that opens out flat or stand ups like a playhouse
• Includes a mirror, rhyming storybook
• Tactile flaps improve fine motor skills
These versatile cloth books bring sensory stimulation to the all-important babies’ tummy time. Little
ones can build their head, neck and upper body strength as they lie down and explore a farm or
woodland world. Each playbook is a treasure trove of flaps, sounds and tactile features to encourage
cognitive development. The bright colours and engaging mirror will stimulate young eyes too.
Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Rosalind Maroney
Format: Interactive 3D cloth playbook
with 6X flaps, round mirror,
integeral cloth book and squeaky
character on a ribbon
Cover size: 210mm Wide x 200mm High
Spine Depth: 20mm
Binding: Cloth
Printing: 5C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: ASTM/EN71 PT1-3 0yrs
Age/interest: All ages
Retail price: $18.00
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA & UK)
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New Cloth Books
Flashcard Tummy Time
Available titles: Woodland Tummy Time, Tummy Time Tree & Farm Tummy Time

• Interactive cloth book that opens out flat or stand ups like a playhouse
• Includes a large mirror
• Tactile flap, touch and feel fabrics, crinkle, ribbon tabs all to improve fine motor skills
These versatile cloth books bring sensory stimulation to the all-important babies’ tummy time. Little
ones can build their head, neck and upper body strength as they lie down and explore a woodlan world.
This flashcard playbook has tactile features to encourage cognitive development. The bright colours
and engaging mirror will stimulate young eyes too.

Author: Elephant and Bird
Illustrator: Sally Payne
Format: Interactive 3D cloth playbook with 1 crinkle flap, a
large rectangular mirror, x2 flashcard holders plus 6 double
sided llustrated cards
Cover size: 210mm Wide x 200mm High
Binding: Cloth
Printing: 5C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: ASTM/EN71 PT1-3 0yrs
Age/interest: All ages
Retail price: $18.00
RIGHTS SOLD IN: NORWEGIAN & SWEDISH
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New Cloth Books
Woodland Tummy Time

Farm Tummy Time

• Interactive cloth book that opens out flat or stand ups like a playhouse
• Includes a mirror, rhyming storybook and bookmark
• Concealed squeaker to enhance sensory development
• Tactile flaps improve fine motor skills

• Interactive cloth book that opens out flat or stand ups like a playhouse
• Includes a mirror, rhyming storybook and bookmark
• Concealed squeaker to enhance sensory development
• Tactile flaps improve fine motor skills

These versatile cloth books bring sensory stimulation to the all-important babies’ tummy time. Little

These versatile cloth books bring sensory stimulation to the all-important babies’ tummy time. Little

ones can build their head, neck and upper body strength as they lie down and explore a farm or wood-

ones can build their head, neck and upper body strength as they lie down and explore a farm or wood-

land world. Each playbook is a treasure trove of flaps, sounds and tactile features to encourage cognitive

land world. Each playbook is a treasure trove of flaps, sounds and tactile features to encourage cognitive

development. The bright colours and engaging mirror will stimulate young eyes too.

development. The bright colours and engaging mirror will stimulate young eyes too.

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Sally Payne
Format: Interactive 3D cloth playbook
with 6 flaps, round mirror,
integeral cloth book and squeaky
character on a ribbon
Cover size: 210mm Wide x 200mm High
Spine: NA
Binding: Cloth
Printing: 5C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $18.00
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA)

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Sally Payne
Format: Interactive 3D cloth playbook
with 6 flaps, round mirror,
integeral cloth book and squeaky
character on a ribbon
Cover size: 210mm Wide x 200mm High
Spine: NA
Binding: Cloth
Printing: 5C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $18.00
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA)
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New Cloth Books
Cloth Storybook Animals
Available titles: Speckled Frog, Old Macdonald’s Little Hen & Twinkle Twinkle Little Lion

• Interactive cloth book
• Includes a mirror plus nursery rhyme storybook and chewable teethers.
• Tactile soft mane and ribbon tags to improve fine motor skills
These versatile cloth books bring sensory stimulation for babies’. Each animal character features a well
know rhyme, plus a mirror, ribbon tags, musical chime or rattle sounds and tactile features to encourage
cognitive development. The bright colours and engaging mirror will stimulate young eyes too.

Author: Elephant and Bird Books
Illustrator: Sally Payne
Format: Shaped cloth book
Cover size: 180mm Wide x 180mm High
Spine: 90mm
Binding: Cloth
Printing: 5C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $18.00
Special finishes: Musical chime, ribbon fastening,
teether feet, crinkle hands, mirror
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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New Cloth Books
Splash & Play Magical Creatures
Magical Dragon

Splash & Play
Red Fish

• Scrunch dry, with textured cover and soft cloth pages
• Shaped like a dragon, with a flappy ear and textured wing
• Gentle rhyming text and decorative illustrations create a calming feel, perfect for evenings

• Scrunch dry, with textured cover and soft cloth pages

A book you can read at bedtime or bathtime! This charming, beautifully illustrated poem is printed on

A book you can read at bedtime or bathtime! This charming, beautifully illustrated poem is printed on

cloth that’s as happy in the water as it is out. Splash and play with the baby dragon!

cloth that’s as happy in the water as it is out. Splash and play with the big red fish!

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Sally Payne
Format: Shaped cloth book
Extent: 6 pages inc towelling cover
Cover size: 220mm x 160mm landscape
Depth: 40mm / 1.6”
Binding: Sewn cloth
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $10.99
Special finishes: 4c printed cotton interiors,
available packaged in polybag, 4C foiled header card
soft towelling cover
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Sally Payne
Format: Shaped cloth book
Extent: 6 pages inc towelling cover
Cover size: 220mm x 180mm landscape
Depth: 40mm / 1.6”
Binding: Sewn cloth
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $10.99
Special finishes: 4c printed cotton interiors,
available packaged in polybag, 4C foiled header card with soft
towelling cover
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

• Shaped like a fish, with a flappy tail and fins
• Gentle rhyming text and decorative illustrations create a calming feel, perfect for evenings
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Cloth Books
Splash & Play Magical Creatures
Magical Unicorn, Flamingo, Swan

• Scrunch dry, with textured cover and soft cloth pages
• Shaped like different animals, with a flappy fin and tail, with shiny/crinkly water spout
• Gentle rhyming text and decorative illustrations create a calming feel, perfect for evenings
Books you can read at bedtime or bathtime! This charming, beautifully illustrated poem is printed oncloth that’s as happy in the water as it is out.

Author : Emily Bannister
Illustrator : Sally Payne
Format : Shaped Cloth book
Extent : 6 pages inc towelling cover
Cover size : 220mm x 180mm portait
Imperial 8.66” x 7.1”
Depth : 40mm / 1.6”
Binding : stitched
Printing : 4 colour throughout
Lead time : 12 weeks
Certification: all ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price : $10.99
Special finishes: 4c printed cotton interiors,
available packaged in polybag
4 colour foiled header card
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (UK), ITALIAN, SPANISH & CATALAN
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Cloth Books
Splash & Play
Submarine, Boat, Bus

• A brightly illustrated cloth book with soft, scrunch-dry pages
• Shaped like a submarine, with plush periscope and shiny propeller
• Rhyming text incorporates first concepts, including colours and counting
• Introduces a range of ocean animals
This cutely shaped cloth book is the perfect companion for bedtime, bathtime – or any
other time! Printed on cloth that’s immersible in water, it explores an enchanting sea
world. The rhythmic text encourages little ones to spot shapes, colours and patterns
in the artwork. Young children can practise their counting skills too, while learning to
recognise ocean animals.
Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Sally Payne
Format: Shaped cloth book
Extent: 6 pages inc towelling cover
Cover size: 225mmW x 150mmH
Depth: 40mm / 1.6”
Binding: Sewn cloth
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $10.99
Special finishes: 4c printed cotton interiors, available packaged
in polybag, 4C foiled header card with silver soft propeller and
soft towelling cover
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRENCH
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Cloth Books
Splash & Play

Splash & Play

Whale

Elephant

• Scrunch dry, with textured cover and soft cloth pages
• Shaped like a whale, with a flappy fin and tail and shiny/crinkly water spout
• Gentle rhyming text and decorative illustrations create a calming feel, perfect for evenings

• Scrunch dry, with textured cover and soft cloth pages
• Shaped like an elephant, with a flappy ear and shiny/crinkly water spout
• Gentle rhyming text and decorative illustrations create a calming feel, perfect for evenings

A book you can read at bedtime or bathtime! This charming, beautifully illustrated poem is printed on

A book you can read at bedtime or bathtime! This charming, beautifully illustrated poem is printed on

cloth that’s as happy in the water as it is out. Splash and play with the baby whale as it swims to the song

cloth that’s as happy in the water as it is out. Splash and play with the baby elephant as it follows its

of the sea.

mummy to the watering hole.

Author: Emily Bannister
Illustrator: Sally Payne
Format: Shaped cloth book
Extent: 6 pages inc towelling cover
Cover size: 220mm x 180mm landscape
8.66” x 7.1”
Depth: 40mm / 1.6”
Binding: Sewn cloth
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $10.99
Special finishes: 4c printed cotton interiors, available packaged in polybag, 4C foiled header card
with crinkly water spout and soft towelling cover
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (UK), FRENCH, SPANISH, CATALAN & PORTUGUESE (BRAZIL)

Author: Emily Bannister
Illustrator: Sally Payne
Format: Shaped cloth book
Extent: 6 pages inc towelling cover
Cover size: 220mm x 180mm portait
8.66” x 7.1”
Depth: 40mm / 1.6”
Binding: Sewn cloth
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $10.99
Special finishes: 4c printed cotton interiors, available packaged in polybag, 4C foiled
header card with crinkly water spout and soft towelling cover
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (UK), FRENCH, SPANISH, CATALAN & PORTUGUESE (BRAZIL)
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Cloth Books
Buddy Bear

• Soft towelling bear for playtime and cuddling
• Bag on the bear’s back has a pocket containing four mini board books, perfect for any journey

My Friend Bear

Open this towelling bear’s backpack and you’ll find four bear-packed books! Each title follows a pair of

• Soft-knit bear with cloth book attached, perfect for both storytime and play
• Canvas-webbing handle for easy carrying

bear characters in a cheerful rhyme, with thoughtful topics including manners, feelings, actions and

A soft and cuddly knitted bear, with a backpack that’s actually a book! Join Little Bear as she sets off

packing for an outing. Delightful illustrations bring the text to life, making this a book-toy that’s attrac-

to play, packing everything she needs, from a picnic to her own cuddly toy. With fun rhyming text and

tive, fun and meaningful too!

adorable illustrations, this could quickly become the bear that children take everywhere.

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Sawn Machel
Format: Cloth Book
Extent: 6 pages
Cover size: 250mm x 200mm 10” x 8”
Spine: 60mm / 2.5”
Board book sizes 140mm x 105mm
Binding: Sewn cloth
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: all ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $14.99
Special finishes: multiple fabric finishes including:
polyester fur, plush, knit, embroidery. Includes squeaker.
Custom packaging.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Ian Cunliff
Format: Cloth Book
Extent: 6 pages
Cover size: 250mm x 200mm 10” x 8”
Spine: 60mm / 2.5”
Binding: Sewn cloth
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: all ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $14.99
Special finishes: multiple fabric finishes including:
polyester fur, plush, knit, embroidery. Includes squeaker.
Custom packaging.
RIGHTS SOLD IN: NORWEGIAN
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Cloth Books
Hush a by

• Double-sided with awake and asleep faces for round-the-clock enjoyment
• Squeaker in the tail or tummy to encourage sensory play
• Various tactile fabrics for little hands to explore
• Decorative hanging loop attaches to a cot or buggy
Young children really can cuddle up with these lovable bedtime books! Printed on soft, tactile fabric, each one is shaped like an endearing animal character with
an awake face on one cover and a sleeping one on the other. Inside, the gentle rhymes and adorable illustrations will delight little people day or night.
Author: Elephant and Bird
Illustrator: Ian Cunliff /Aless Bayliss / Christine Sheldon / Lizzy Mackay
Format : Shaped cloth book
Extent : 6pp plus cover
Cover size : 190mm x 190mm 7.5” x 7.5”
Spine : 40mm / 1.6”
Binding : sewn
Printing : 4 colour throughout
Lead time : 12 weeks
Certification : all ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level : 0yrs +
Retail price : $14.99
Special finishes : multiple fabric finishes including: polyester fur, plush, knit, ribbon, silicone
dot and embroidery. Custom packaging.
Includes a squeaker.
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GERMAN, ITALIAN, FRENCH, PORTUGUESE (BRAZIL), SPANISH & CATALAN
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Cloth Books
Shake Rattle MOO!
Available titles: Shake Rattle Moo!, Shake Rattle Squawk!,
Shake Rattle Hop!, Shake Rattle Toot!

• Soft cloth pages, ideal for little hands to learn to turn
• Rainbow rattle with beads inside to encourage sensory play
• Bright, funny illustration style appeals to babies and adults alike
• Humorous rhyming text encourages vocabulary and language skills
• Optional tactile plastic teether to comfort tender gums
Shrieks of delight are guaranteed with these brilliant books to shake, rattle and read! Packed with bold
illustrations and lively rhyming text, they introduce first concepts in a riot of colour and fun. Young children will discover animal noises, opposites, actions and colours as they meet furry and feathered friends
from the farm, jungle and woodland.
Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Shannon Hays
Format: Cloth book
Extent: 6 pages
Cover size: 190mm x 130mm / 7.5” x 5.1”
Depth: 20mm / 0.78”
Binding: Sewn cloth
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $12.99
Special finishes: With handle rattle and teether.
Available with header card and biodegradable polybag or tray
box packaging
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRENCH
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Board Books
The Sound of My Heart

Baby Bear & Baby Duckling

• Simply adorable pocket-sized board books with die-cut window on the cover
• Chunky pages with rounded corners, perfect for little hands to turn
• Rhyming text and endearing illustrations
• Introducing animals of the woodland or farm
Baby Bear wants his playmates! Little ones will love these compelling characters and the feel-good end-

• A delightful board book with soothing story and heartwarming illustrations
• The perfect antidote to little one’s fears at night
• Gentle rhyming text with a reassuring message
• Introduces woodland animals and sounds

ing of each story. Along the way, different animals are introduced, with all their varied sounds and features. The ultimate quick read for bedtime or playtime that will captivate young eyes, ears and hands.

This charming rhyming story follows a baby bunny as he tries to sleep through a storm. WOO-WOOO,
CREAK-CREAK, WHOOSH-WHOOSH… there are so many strange noises outside! But Mama reassuringly
explains each sound, introducing other animals along the way. The clearest sound at the end is a gentle
PIT-A-PAT – the song of Mama’s ever-loving heart.

Author: Emily Bannister
Illustrator: Emily Bannister
Format: Cased BB
Cover size: 210 x 148mm (portrait)
Spine: NA
Binding: 12 spreads + case
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Special finishes: Copper Foil and Red flocking
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA)

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Sally Payne
Format: BB
Cover size: 130mm Wide x 130mm High
Binding: BB
Printing: 5C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Special finishes: Diecut hole on cover plus a floro
pantone in artwork
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA), NORWEGIAN, SWEDISH & FINNISH
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Board Books
Baby’s First

Chunky Boardbooks

Available titles: Look at me!, Sleepyhead, Mommy and Me, Peepo Baby!

Available titles: Ocean Friends, Animal Friends, Farm Friends,
Garden Friends

• High-contrast pictures to stimulate babies’ vision
• Surprise mirror encourages self-recognition
• Rhythmic rhyming text, perfect for reading aloud
• Chunky shaped pages, attractive and easy to turn
interactive board books encourage babies to recognise different features before seeing their own face

• Light, chunky board with thick coloured edges to each page
• Tactile and robust cloth quarter binding with distinctive pattern
• Bold, colourful artwork
• Rhyming couplets on each spread

in a mirror at the end! Boldly illustrated with adorable animal characters and colours that will captivate

Meet a whole world of playful animals and find out what’s happening on the farm, in the wild – and on

developing eyes.

the move! This chunky board book series is packed with quirky illustrations and lively rhyming text.

Can you point to the bear’s cold nose, the lion’s sleepy eyes and the crocodile’s shiny teeth? These bright,

Author: Emily Bannister
Illustrator: Flora Chang
Format: Die cut board book
Extent: 12 pages inc cover
Cover size: 205 x 215mm landscape 8 x 8.5”
Spine: 14mm / 0.75”
Binding: board book
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 8 weeks
Certification: all ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $7.99
Special finishes: Spot UV and matt varnish,
die cut shape on front cover individual shaped pages
with flexi mirror on last spread
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA & UK)

Guaranteed to entertain young children, while subtly teaching them colours, shapes, opposites and
more. Also available in cloth.

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Dawn Machel
Format: chunky board book
Extent: 12 pages inc cover
Cover size: 180mm x 180mm 8.5” x 8.5”
Spine: 25mm / “
Binding: glued cloth spine
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 8 weeks
Certification: ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0+
Retail price: $6.99
Special finishes: Spot Uv and matt varnish available
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA, UK & AUSTRALIA), SPANISH & CATALAN
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Board Books
Woodland Friends

My 1st. Collection

Available titles: Woodland Friends, Riverside Friends, Minibug Friends

Available titles: My 1st Shape Spotter, My 1st C is for Cat

• Chunky board pages, easy for little hands to turn
• Simple, colourful artwork with eye-catching patterned backgrounds
• Rhyming couplets and written noises or actions on each spread
Meet an assortment of adorable animals and find out what’s happening in the woodland, by the riverside and in the undergrowth! This chunky board book series is packed with charming illustrations and
lively rhyming text. Guaranteed to entertain young children, while subtly teaching them about colours,
animal sounds and more.

• Flocked kite character on cover
• Multiple flaps on every page to improve fine motor skills
• Supports shape recognition in everyday objects
Spot the shapes in everyday things in this colourfully creative book! The other book is an alphabet book
in which each letter comes to life as an animal! With flaps to lift and words to discover, it is perfect for
curious little ones developing their language skills and imagination.

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Wendy Kendall
Format: Chunky Board Book
Extent: 12pp inc cover
Cover size: 180mm W x 180mm H
7.1”W x 7.1”H
Spine: 1” / 26mm
Binding: Cloth glued spine
Printing: 4C with 2C cloth spine
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: £6.99
Special features: Biodegradable and recyclable
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRENCH, ENGLISH (USA & UK)

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Kay Vincent
Format: Cased BB
Cover size: 148mm Wide x 271mm High
Spine: 15m
Binding: BB
Unit weight: Printing: 5C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $1X
Special finishes: Flocking
RIGHTS SOLD IN: SPANISH & CATALAN
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Board Books
Where in the World

My Little Collection

Other available title: A is for Alligator

Available titles: My Little Sunshine, My Little Moonbeam

• Bright, playful illustrations, chockablock with local features to spot
• Ladybird character to find in each scene, encouraging observations skills
• Flaps in the shape of national flags reveal country names, facts and capital cities
• Includes a colourful world map at the beginning

• Eye-catching foiled cover image
• Tactile ribbon tags on every page to aid page turning for little hands
• Enchanting illustrations and engaging rhymes that will capture young children’s imagination
When the sun shines, monkey swings, penguin slides and we all play outside! Grab the ribbon tabs to
turn the pages of this sun-shaped board book and meet all the children and animal friends having fun.

Where in the world am I today? Hola is what these people say… Read the rhymes and unravel the clues
as you race around the globe, guessing which country or city the travel-bug ladybird is exploring! Each
place is introduced with a wonderfully detailed scene and an info-packed riddle. Lift the flag flap to
confirm where you are, and find some fun facts about the location too.
Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Tiago Americo
Format: Cased picture book with flaps
Extent: 32pp plus cover
Cover size: 260mm x 228mm
Spine: 20mm / 0.78”
Binding: section sewn square backed
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 8 weeks
Certification: 3yrs + ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 3yrs +
Retail price: $14.99
Special finishes: Linen textured cover,
heavy 140gsm paper, shaped flaps on every spread.
Large format available
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Author: Emily Bannister
Illustrator: Rosalind Maroney
Format : Cased Board book
Extent : 10pp plus cover
Cover size : 220 x 220 mm
8.66 x 8.66”
Spine : 14mm / 0.55”
Binding : board book
Printing : 4 colour throughout
Lead time : 8 weeks
Certification: all ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price : $10.99
Special finishes : Foil cover,
shaped front board x5 coloured ribbon
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA), FRENCH
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Board Books
Where Wolf

Home Sweet Home

Other available titles: Where Bear, When Hen

Other available titles: I Love You More,
Hello Little Ones, I’m not Sleepy

• Soft fur spine
• Multiple flaps on every page to improve fine motor skills
Join Baby wolf as he plays hide-and-seek with his family and tries to find his daddy,mummy, brother and

• Chunky board pages with shaped flaps, easy for little hands to lift
• Eye-catching wood-textured backgrounds on each page
• Engaging rhymes encourage vocabulary and language skills
A cute collection of animals invite you into their homes! Lift the flaps to meet squirrels in their dray, a spider in her web and owls in their tree – and find out who joins the moon in the night sky. Creative rhymes
and characterful illustrations make this a charming first glimpse into the woodland world.

sister too. Perfect for curious little ones developing their language skills and imagination.

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Ian Cuncliffe
Format: Cased BB
Cover size: 170mm Wide x 302mm High
Spine: 15m
Binding: BB
Unit weight: Printing: 5C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $9.99
Special finishes: Grey fur spine
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA)

Author: Sam Hearn, Megan Roth, Tilda Caruth, Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Kay Vincent
Format : Cased board book
Extent : 12pp plus cover
Cover size : 235 x 132mm (9.25” x 5.2”)
Spine : 14mm / 0.55”
Binding : casebound board book
Printing : 4 colour throughout
Lead time : 8 weeks
Certification : all ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest le vel : 2yrs +
Retail price : $8.99
Special finishes : matt varnish and spot UV
emboss available
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA), FRENCH, PORTUGUESE (BRAZIL),
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Board Books
Ten Tiny Collection
Available titles: Builders, Mermaids, Dragons, Ninjas,
Ten Jolly Pirates, Racers, Trains, Trucks

• Creative, rhythmic and funny text
• Die-cut holes reveal ten 3D elements, which disappear spread by spread to encourage counting
This comical and colourful rhyming collection of adventures features moulded figures that disappear one
by one as readers turn the pages. Includes a fun surprise scene at the end. Each book includes different
characters and elements to discover.
Author: Emily Ford, Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Ian Cunliffe
Format: Hardback
Extent: 22 pages
Cover size: 8.5” x 8.5”
(TPS 210 x 210 mm/”)
Spine: 0.7” / 15mm
Binding: Concertina casebound
Unit weight: 0.76lbs (0.345kg)
Printing: 4C, Foil/glitter available on cover
Lead time: 60 days
Certification: ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0+
Retail price: $10.99
Special finishes card finish with foil throughout
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA), FRENCH AND PORTUGUESE (BRAZIL)
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Pop-up Books
Pop! Collection

Safari Vets & Jungle Chef

Available titles: Dinosaurs Pop!, Wild Pop!, Ocean Pop!, Farm Pop!

• Chunky board pages for easy handling
• Tactile tasks encourage emotional development and caring for illness
• Nighttime setting, perfect for settling young children to sleep
The safari vet is doing her rounds, but she needs a helping hand! This brilliant, interactive touch and feel
book lets readers stick a plaster on Lion’s nose, fasten the scarf around Giraffe’s neck, tickle Elephant’s
ears and lots more. Delightfully illustrated with playful rhyming text – there’s even a bonus pop-up
scene at the end!

• 6 imaginative pop-ups per book, plus fun facts to find
• Bold, bright artwork, appealing for young eyes
• Softly educates about animals, opposites and comparatives
Each spread of this exciting book introduces an opposite pair of animals in a dynamic pop-up artwork.
With simple facts, engaging artwork and ingenious paper engineering, it will surprise and delight young
children every time they turn the page.
Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Martina Hogan, Bob Daly
Format: Cased Pop-up book
Extent: 12 pages with self ends
Cover size: 250 x 250mm / 10.25 x 7.5”
Spine: 14mm
Binding: concertina bound square backed
Printing: 4C
Certification: 3yrs + ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 3yrs +
Retail price: $12.99
Special finishes: Pop-ups on every spread with additional factual information to
find. Available with gold foil and matt lamination front cover
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (UK, US, AUSTRALIA), FRENCH, PORTUGUESE (BRAZIL), CHINESE & KOREAN

Author: Emily Banister
Illustrator: Ian Cunliff
Format: Cased board book
Extent: 14 pages plus cover
Cover size: 250mm x 250mm / 9.8” x 9.8”
Spine: 20mm / 0.78”
Binding: concertina bound
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: 3yrs + ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 3+
Retail price: $14.99
Special finishes: Tactile tasks with embossed flaps, velcro, ribbon, crinkle filled cotton
twill, printed acetate, ridged plastic and pop-ups and foil
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA), CATALAN
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Pop-up Books
A Golden Sunrise Morning

• Masterpieces of atmospheric artwork, pop-up engineering and intricate paper-cuts!
• Visit a woodland or savannah, enchanted by moonlight or sunrise
• Poetic text helps to set each scene and heighten awareness of all senses
• Includes facts to discover about each featured animal
The ultimate gift books for curious children with active imaginations! Each title is set at a magical hour,
lit by a stunning paper-cut sun or moon. The evocative text sees bats swoop like shadows, breezes tickle
trees, antelopes dance and rhino-feet rumble. Meanwhile the eye-catching artwork and pop-ups bring
life to the wonders of nature.

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Ian Cunliffe
Format: Cased BB
Cover size: 210mm Wide x 200mm High
Spine: NA
Binding: BB
Printing: 5C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Special finishes: Gold Foil
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRENCH

A Magical Moonlit Night

• Masterpieces of atmospheric artwork, pop-up engineering and intricate paper-cuts!
• Visit a woodland or savannah, enchanted by moonlight or sunrise
• Poetic text helps to set each scene and heighten awareness of all senses
• Includes facts to discover about each featured animal
The ultimate gift books for curious children with active imaginations! Each title is set at a magical hour,
lit by a stunning paper-cut sun or moon. The evocative text sees bats swoop like shadows, breezes tickle
trees, antelopes dance and rhino-feet rumble. Meanwhile the eye-catching artwork and pop-ups bring
life to the wonders of nature.

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Ian Cunliffe
Format: Cased BB
Cover size: 210mm Wide x 200mm High
Spine: NA
Binding: BB
Unit weight: Printing: 5C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Special finishes: Silver Foil
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRENCH
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Touch & Feel Books
Rain or Shine & Night or Day

Peek-a-boo Friends
Available titles: Pet friends, Meadow friends, Treetop friends

• Chunky board pages for easy handling
• Die cut shaped reveals through
• Touch and feel patches encourage sensory development
• Quirky contemporary artwork style and lively rhyming text
Touch and feel animals. Every page has a touch and feel creature and a tactile peep through surprise

• Chunky board pages for easy handling
• Touch and feel patches encourage sensory development
• Quirky contemporary artwork style and lively rhyming text

waiting on the following page to guess as well.

Touch and feel fluffy clouds, soft scarfs and sparkly lightning as the friends play together – in every kind
of weather! This beautifully illustrated book is packed with animal characters out enjoying themselves
come rain or shine. Every page features a new texture, ideal for little hands to explore while parents read
the rhymes aloud.

Author: Tilda Caruth
Illustrator: Carly Gledhill
Format: Cloth Book
Extent: 10 pages plus cover
Cover size: 210mm x210mm / 8.4” x 8.4”
Spine: 20mm / 0.78”
Binding: Sewn
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: all ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $14.99
Special finishes Holographic Foil, touch and feel padded pvc,
hessian, plush, glitter paper, glitter flocking, transparent flocking and die cuts throughout
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (UK), FRENCH

Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Wendy Kendall
Format: Cased touch and feel board book
Extent: 10 pages plus cover
Cover size: 210mm x210mm
8.4” x 8.4”
Spine: 20mm / 0.78”
Binding: Sewn
Printing: 4C
Lead time: 12 weeks
Certification: All ages ASTM/EN71 PT1-3
Age/interest level: 0yrs +
Retail price: $12.99
Special finishes With varried touch and feel
textures and die cuts throughout
RIGHTS SOLD IN: ENGLISH (USA & UK) & ITALIAN
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For more information please contact:

Spain, Latin America, France, Portugal:
Anna Ascolies
anna@iemece.com

Italy:
Chiara Patsias
chiara@iemece.com

